Courtney Primary - Topic Sheet – Is there Life in Space?
Term 3 – Year 1 Miss Inman
Headteacher: Mrs Deborah Wood B.A Hons. N.P.Q.H

This sheet shows you the topics your child is covering this term and gives you ideas and ways you can help your child at home. The library is always a good starting point and the internet
has many great sites. If you visit www.courtneyprimaryschool.co.uk and click on the ‘Links’ section, you will find useful websites listed there.

English
In English this term, we are going to be continuing our work on
The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe. We are focusing on
specific parts of the story in order to be able to rewrite and
innovate. Adjectives and conjunctions are key to their writing at
the moment.

Maths

In phonics we will be finishing revising our Phase 5 sounds.

As always there is a whole school focus on developing our children’s
reasoning and problem solving skills.

Topic
This term, we are going
to be learning all about
space! We will be
looking at the history of
space travel, the
planets and the solar
system and learning
more about astronauts,
both male and female
from all over the world.

Computing

In maths this term, our focus is going to be
multiplication, and division.
We will be working on recalling and using multiplication and division
facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd
and even numbers.

Science
This term, our Science topic is light and space. The children
are going to
- explore what darkness and light are
- begin to understand the sources of light
- begin to get an idea of gravity and oxygen through
their work on space.

Music, Art and DT

PSHE and RE

In art and DT, we are
going to be creating
rockets and making
space paintings

This term in PSHE, we
will be thinking about
“Dreams and Goals”.

Our skills focus in music
is The Orchestra.

In RE, we will be learning
about Judaism and Islam
and thinking about what
Jews and Muslims
believe.

In computing this term
we will be looking at the
impact of technology,
including different
devices and their uses.

PE
As a school we follow the
“Real PE” scheme of work
which focuses on building
up core skills and applying
them in games. On
Tuesdays, the children will
have a PE session with Mr
Smith. On Fridays, they will
have PE with me. Please
ensure your child has their
PE kit in school, with
earrings removed on the
days of PE.

